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*A Warrior Breeding Ground, a Lands Between
of Adventure* The most ambitious world ever
made in a fantasy role-playing game. Travel

the Lands Between where monsters roam with
your companions and the fate of the World
Elden rests on your shoulders. PLAY AS A
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WARRIOR, AN ELF, OR A WITCH VIA A
DIFFERENT SET OF ESSENTIAL BUILDING

BLOCKS. Explore Hundreds of Areas in a Rich
World, Uncover the Secrets of the World
Elden, and Raise Hundreds of Monsters.
*Explore the World with Your Friends, or
Adventure Solo* Create and play with a

friends list, in the same world as your fellow
adventurers, and adventure with them in the
same area. START A NEW ADVENTURE WITH

YOUR FRIENDS OR CREATE YOUR OWN
CREATURE. *Develop and Evolve through an
Epic Story* Craft your own story, the full path
to your destiny. FORM A WELL-ORGANIZED
TEAM AND ATTACK THE CRIMINAL WITCHES

FOR THE ELF KING, BECOME A WITCH, OR RISE
AS A WARRIOR LORD. *Authentic Avatar

System, Build Your Own Adventure with Your
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Character* Feel your own avatar with a
combination of 29 unique body parts. Gain

experience points to customize and develop
your strength and skills. Dodge attacks as you
move using a unique motion system. *Unique
PvP Battle System* Use PvP battles to take on
the competitive game of death, and dominate

by using the surroundings to advantage.
Match wits with allies in PvP battles, and take

advantage of the strength and the
weaknesses of the powerful opponents. *Play
in the World, Through the World* Through a
seamless online system, play in the same
world as your teammates. Join a guild, and
take on quests together for glory and fame.
You can travel on foot, or ride around the

world. *Engage in Asynchronous Online Play*
Play through a specific story arc by yourself,
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or work together with a team to achieve a
common goal. Through the open world, you

can communicate with other players through
the global chat, and the “Calypso” feature lets
you find a team, and play together with them.

TERMS OF USE / SEVERE

Elden Ring Features Key:
Adaptive battle system design that promotes player progression.

A completely original, in-depth story that cannot be found anywhere else.
Freely combine all newly added units and items to create the strategy that’s best for your play

style! Explore the Lands Between in a completely different way by creating a unique hero!
Unusually deep Japanese writing.

Diverse PvE quests from deep dungeons to open fields
A vast world from open fields to huge dungeons to one-on-one battles

Combine and swap all newly added units and items
A completely original story with twists and turns, countless characters, and a multilayered plot
New online elements based on the concept of asynchronous play to explore the Lands Between

together in a unique way
A new-generation action RPG where the focus is on intense battles, deep strategies, and

effective tactics
Follow a variety of heroes over their growth as you take on new challenges

Combine the best weapons, armor, and magic from a range of unique weapon types and
subtypes, in order to become the “tarnished hero” strongest to those around you

A rich and uniquely original story featuring numerous important characters

What do you think? Expect new updates to follow later in the
summer. Let us know in the comments.
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Learn more about Think! Series fans at "October Crisis: The party
that extended two legends"!!

Classic TEAM ACTIVATION ETERNAL! An original team contract has been established for cooperation and
development. We, the official WE, are working diligently on the development of this idea - to present it
to the public as soon as possible! The overall theme is "change meets legacy." In the game, characters
from across the series will meet each other for the first time.
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• Battle System “World Destruction”
Character Skills Characters that have these
Character Skills will only deploy their Skill
after destroying the world. As a short-term
Skill, these skills cause the attack’s attack
power to temporarily increase, and can be
used without draining any MP. As a long-term
skill, these abilities allow you to use special
attacks that reduce the enemies’ defense.
“Burning” Victory Conditions The game has a
unique mechanism to increase the importance
of obtaining victory points. You can obtain
victory points by equipping a Victory Charm
that not only increases the effects of the
character’s battle skills, but also increases the
maximum number of enemies that you can
attack. More importantly, the battle skill
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effects are activated by specific conditions.
Each skill has a condition that increases when
the battle skill effect is used to defeat
enemies in a row. Once the condition is met,
the effects of the skill will be maintained.
“Defiance” or “Romance” These two
characters’ victory conditions gradually
increase as the Condition Graph increases.
The effects will be maintained even when you
lose in order to protect against after the
battle. “Cancel” has a different condition to
increase the effects of the battle skill. There
are four characters with the power to perform
“Cancel.” Cancel will cancel the effects of a
certain battle skill when you use the related
skill that you can set the effect. Thus, the
condition for “Cancel” is activated once you
attack an enemy with a certain battle skill.
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Due to the fact that these skills are activated
by conditions, they cannot be fully utilized
immediately. By analyzing the enemy
situation and the current situation, you will be
able to make the best decisions possible. •
Battle Skill and Skill: More complex and
diverse Using battle skills is an important
means to protect your character. The battle
skills of all characters vary significantly, and
have a variety of effects. The battle skills are
divided into a short-term battle skill and a
long-term battle skill. You can use them
before and after the battle. Short-Term Battle
Skills Melee Slashing Pierces the enemy and
hits a direction from 10 meters away Smash
Crushes the enemy and hits a direction from
10 meters away Fire Stab Stabbing with a long
spear Short-Term Battle Skills Me
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What's new:

HIGHLIGHTS OF HEARTBEAT: Play with Romantic
Relationships and Share your Life with Friends

Heartbeats is a brand new type of game content that appears
in the game. By providing you with a heart (an item obtained
after you advance in the game), you can control romantic
relationships with your game partner. You can make your
partner into a bud, best friend, bride, or wife. You can also
share your heart with another character. As you get to know
your partner, you can enjoy various heart-related events and
exciting scenes. * Type of content to be enjoyed by advanced
players.

- More variety in romantic relationships.

- Classic Duel style online game content.

- Roles and accommodations according to companionship. 

- Feel more natural and fun romantic relationships with your
game partner! 

- Acquire special attributes that determine the progress of
your romance! 

- Acquire complementary items while talking to your game
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partner! 

- The most exciting cat-related event to date! 

- Play the role of a hero and fight with your game partner! 

- Enjoy a variety of romantic background music! 

- Discover romantic scenes that make you feel really happy! 

- New music commentary, etc. 

- Watch your romantic relationship growth on the home
screen! Kyoka picks up where Hikari leaves off! 
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Download game "ELDEN RING.OGG" from links
above. After Download just run game and
follow instruction. Enjoying game ELDEN RING
game? You can share with your friends!
***Important!*** To verify that you have got
valid license key just type in the game "ELDEN
RING". If was installed without license key, you
will see ludhc3. ***Important!*** Some players
might see additional screens of installation or
activation. We know that this looks strange.
But this is due to incomplete graphics drivers
of your computer, because of which
application cannot run correctly.
***Important!*** In case of Game ELDEN RING
installed without ludhc3, you must have to
start game ELDEN RING with manual license
key activation. Please read instruction on
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guide as we attached it. ***Important!*** To
install Game ELDEN RING we use self-
extracting (zip) files, so you need install UnZip
application. Important: If you have problems
with instalation just uninstall and install again
and you install it successfully.
***Important!*** Some players might see
additional screens of installation or activation.
We know that this looks strange. But this is
due to incomplete graphics drivers of your
computer, because of which application
cannot run correctly. When you get ELDEN
RING working on your PC you can always run
the game, but first you have to locate the key
you used to download ELDEN RING. You can
find it for example in your ELDEN RING folder
Or you can find it in the main folder of the
game (folder ELDEN RING\Key\Valve\id) ***
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IMPORTANT *** DO NOT delete this text file. It
is a crucial part of the installation process. ***
IMPORTANT *** DO NOT delete this text file. It
is a crucial part of the activation process. ***
IMPORTANT *** DO NOT delete this text file. It
is a crucial part of the activation process. All
files are uploaded by users like you, we can’t
guarantee that ELDEN RING are up to date.
We are not responsible for any illegal actions
you do with theses files. Download and use
ELDEN RING files from the link above on your
own
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Download the setup given below
Extract the files
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GAME PREREQUISITES:

Graphic Card:

Minimum: 512MB RAM | Pentium IV Processor 1.2 GHz | Geforce
7500, GeForce 8800, Radeon HD 2600, Ati Rage 128
Recommended: 3GB RAM | Pentium 4 Processor 3 GHz | Geforce
8800 GTX, Geforce GTX 260, Radeon HD 3800

Hard Disk:

Minimum: 40 GB available space

Internet Connection

Copyright (C) 2017 this game, this game is, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED!
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System Requirements:

Players • 2 - 4 • Rated E • Xbox 360 • 1.5 GHz
Processor • 512 MB RAM • Kinect support
requires: • Broadband Internet connection •
Broadband Internet connection • Kinect
support requires: Xbox LIVE Arcade Game
Requirements: Players • 2 - 4 • Rated E • One
Generation Xbox 360 System • 7 GB Hard Disk
Space Windows Requirements: Windows 7,
Windows
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